A hypergroup is a locally compact space on which the space of finite regular Borel measures has a commutative convolution structure preserving the probability measures. The spectrum of the measure algebra of a locally compact abelian group is the semigroup of all continuous semicharacters of a commutative compact topological semigroup (Taylor [7] , or see [2, Ch. 1] ). In this paper we consider the spectrum of an abstract measure algebra and investigate the question of whether the spectrum or some subset of it has a hypergroup structure.
Section 1 of the paper contains a general theorem on the existence of hypergroup structures on the spectrum of an abstract measure algebra. The fact that the dual space of an appropriate space of measures is a commutative TF*-algebra is of basic importance in the proof of this theorem. This section also contains an example of a compact hypergroup whose measure algebra does not satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem.
In §2 we recall the definition of a compact P*-hypergroup from a previous paper [1] and apply the main theorem of § 1 to this situation. The result is that the closure of the set of characters of the hypergroup in the spectrum is a compact semitopological hypergroup and is a set of characters on another compact semitopological hypergroup. 413 414 CHARLES F. DUNKL Section 3 defines a class of P*-hypergroups of which ultraspherical series form a particular example. A complete description of the spectrum and the idempotents of the measure algebra is given. The results are much like those which Ragozin [6] obtained for the algebra of central measures on a compact simple Lie group. l The general situation* We will use the following notation; for a locally compact Hausdorff space X, C B (X) is the space of bounded continuous functions on X, C 0 (X) is the space {feC B (X):f tends to 0 at oo}, M(X) is the space of finite regular Borel measures on X, M P (X) is the set {μeM(X): μ ^ 0, μX -1} (the probability measures), d x is the unit point mass at xeX, and ikf(X)* is the dual space of M(X). If X is compact we write C(X) for C
B (X). We let w* denote either of the topologies σ(M(X), C 0 (X)) or σ(M(X)*, M(X)).
Note that M{X)* may be interpreted as the space of generalized functions on X, (the protective limit of the spaces {L°° (X, μ) : μ e M V (X)} ordered by absolute continuity) and is thus seen as a commutative T7*-algebra (see [2, p. 9] ). We will write /->/(/eI(I)*) for the involution, f μ for the action of Λf(X)* on M(X), and (μ, /> for the pairing of M(X) and
and <β, 1> = ( dμ. The unit ball Jx B (the set {/: ||/|| ^ 1}) of M{X)* is w*-compact and is a commutative semitopological semigroup under multiplication and the w*-topology. We will be concerned with compact convex subsemigroups of B. Suppose there is given for each x, y e X a measure X(x, y) e M P (X) such that for each/6 C 0 (X) the map (x, y) κ+ 1 fdxlx.y) is separately Jx continuous. Then for each μ 9 v e M(X) the function
is continuous and
This fact was proved by Glicksberg [3] . We will use this to define semitopological hypergroups. [3] shows that x H* \ Tf(x 9 y)dμ{y) is continuous JH for each μ e M(H). Let μ,v be finitely supported (discrete) measures in M P {H), then by an easy computation we have ( Tf(x,y) 
For fixed v the set of μ for which this identity holds is w*-closed Thus the identity holds for all μeM p (H), all finitely supported ve M P {H). Repeat the argument to show the identity holds for all veM p (H).
It is convenient to isolate the following situation as a lemma. (1) llill = i; (2) there exists c e M P (X) such that jc -1 (the constant function)) (3) \\jχS-μ\\s ^ II μ I Is, where j\seM(X)* is defined by <μ,.?» = jμ(s), (seS,μeM(X) Proof. Let S, be a compactiίication of S such that jM(X) c and let j* denote the adjoint map:
Denote w* co (j\S) by S c . We claim j^M^S,) -S c . The map j* is t(;*-continuous MiSJ -> M(X)* thus j* maps w* co {d s : s e S s ) (in M(S 1 )) into S c . That is, j^M^S,) c S e . Conversely let feS c , then there exists a net {f a } c co (j\S), (the convex hull of j\S) so that f a -^-»/(w*) But for each a there exists a finitely supported X a e M p (S ι ) so that j*χ a == f a% By the w*-compactness of M^S^ there exists λ e M p (Sj) so that i*λ -/. Thus j*M p (SJ -S β .
We observe for g e M(X)* that geS c if and only if \(μ,g}\\ \μ\\ s , (μeM(X)) and <r, g} = 1. The latter condition and the HahnBanach and Riesz theorems imply that there exists λ e M p (S λ ) so that i*λ = g. We now show for s e S, λ e ^(SO that (j\s)(j*X) e S e . Indeed for μeM(X), \ <μ,<j\s)(j*\)}\ = |0> jM*λ>| |^ |b>.^|| s^ \\μ\\ s .
Also <<r, 0»0'*λ)> = OΊίW, i*λ> = <r, i*λ> = 1, (note ^s r = ί, since \\j\s\\ S 1, <^,i!S> = jc(s) -1 and ceM p (X)). Thus 0»(i*λ) eS c and we conclude from the separate w*-continuity of multiplication that S C S C c S c ; so S c is a subsemigroup of 5.
For each xeX,feM(X)*
/> are affine semicharacters of SU Now suppose that S is a compact and jM(X) is norm dense in C(S). Then j* maps M P (S) one-to-one, w*-continuous, and onto S c . Thus M P (S) with the w*-topology is homeomorphic to S e . We define a semigroup structure on M P (S) by using this isomorphism (that is, for \,veM p (S) define λ*v = (iTW*λ)(i*v))). Thus M P (S) is a commutative affine w*-semitopological semigroup. By Proposition 1.2 S is a compact semitopological hypergroup. Further for x e X, λ e M(S), I (jδ x )dλ = (δ x ,j*X}, which shows that jδ x is a character of S.
Note that in the lemma M(X) may be replaced by an L-subspace A of M(X) 9 (that is, A is a closed subspace of M(X) and μeM(X) and J«<<VG4 implies μeA).
The dual of A is a w*-closed ideal in M(X)* and so is itself a commutative TF*-algebra. However, the point masses δ x may not be in A. DEFINITION 
Suppose X is a locally compact Hausdorff space and A is an L-subspace of M(X).
Say A is an abstract measure algebra if it is a Banach algebra in the measure norm, and A P A P c A p (where A p -An M P (X)). We say A has an identity if there exists an algebra identity c e A p . If A is commutative we let Δ A denote the spectrum (maximal ideal space) of A, considered as a subset of the unit ball of the dual A* of A. Further μ denotes the Gelfand transform of μeA, so μeC 0 (J A ). THEOREM 
Suppose A is a commutative abstract measure algebra with identity t, and E is a w*-closed subset of Δ A with the following properties'. (1) 1 e E; (2) fe E implies feE;(2)geE,μeA imply \\(g. μ)~\\ E ^ \\μ\\ E , (where \\μ\\ s -sup {\μ(f) \:fe E}). Then the norm-closed linear span of w* co E is isomorphic to C(Y), where Y is a compact semitopological hypergroup with an identity, and the natural map σ: A->M(Y) is a homomorphism with w*-dense range. Further σc = δ β9 where e is the identity in Y. If A contains a point mass δ x , then σδ x is a point mass in Y. The set E considered as a subset of C(Y) consists of characters of Y.
Proof. The Gelfand transform maps A->C{E). By Lemma 1.3 w* co (E) is closed under multiplication. Thus the norm closure of sp (w* co (E)) is a self-ad joint closed subalgebra of A*, hence is isomorphic to C(Y), (Y is its spectrum). We define the natural map j:M(E)->C (Y) so that O,iλ> = f μdK, (μ e A, λe M(E)); note jxe C(Y) c A*. Observe jδ, = 1, and jM p (E) = w* co (E). We show that j satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3. Note that ||jλ|| F is given by Since e = l on E we have <r, /> = 1 for all few*coE. For f,gew* co (#), <£, /£> = 1 = <7, /></, #> (since /gr e w* co #) thus f m~* (?9fy is multiplicative and norm bounded on sp (w* co (£/)), so there exists a unique point eeY so that <£, /> = f(e), (fe C{Y)). Thus σc -δ e and β is the identity of Y. If there is a point mass δ x eA then /-•<#*,/> is multiplicative on A*, so ^ is a point mass in Γ.
It would be interesting to know whether Y has any characters other than the elements of E, but the answer is presently unknown to the author. If Δ A has the properties specified for E, then the set characters of Y is Δ A , since σA is w* dense in M(Y) and characters of Y give multiplicative linear functionals on M(Y).
This line of investigation was motivated partly by Taylor's work [7] on structure semigroups of convolution measure algebras. Pym [5] has a result similar to Theorem 1.5 for the spectrum of a com-mutative Banach measure algebra M(X) in which multiplication is separately w*-continuous and the map μ\-* f μ is bounded in the spectral norm (μ\-+ \\β\\J) 9 for each feA M{x) . A compact hypergroup H is defined by Definition 1.1 with "separately continuous" in condition (2) replaced by "jointly continuous". We write H for the set of characters of H, and A H for the spectrum of M{H). For μeM(H),φeίϊ, let μ(φ) = ί ψdμ. In the sequel we will refer to [1] for necessary details.
We will now construct a compact hypergroup H for which neither A H nor the closure of H in A H satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5. 
(f e C(H), μ e M(H n )).
By a multi-index J we mean a sequence / = (ii, i 2 ,
•) where i s -0,1, 2 and i, -0 for all but finitely many s For a multi-index / let ^z(#) = ^(αO^fa*) * *"' ^^e n ^ e ^ -^e^ v^ ṽ x x v (n times), an element of M{H % ), and let μ n = σi; Λ e M(H). The spectrum of M(H n ) is isomorphic to S u = {φji I multi-index, i s = 0 for s > tι}. Thus the spectral norm of a measure in M(H n ) (or σM(H n )) is realized on £ Λ . Let ψ™eίϊ be given by a/ri . Let α/r be a w*-cluster point of {^υ} in Δ H . and such that β e support λ(α?, α?
' )> (f,geC(H),xeH), (R(x): C(H) -* C(JΪ) is defined by R(x)f(y) = ( /dλ(x, ?/),/e C(H), a? e H);
^ ^ J77
(2) HH a co H, that is, for each φ,ψeH there exists a nonnegative function n(φ,ψ;-) on H with only finitely many nonzero values such that ό(x)f(x) = Σ ω6 £ w(0, τ/r; ω)α>(a?), (xeH).
Recall from [1] that each subhypergroup K oΐHis, by definition, closed and is normal (xeK implies x' eK), if H is P*. Furthermore, K is itself a P*-hypergroup with invariant measure m κ . DEFINITION (fl") is a selfadjoint separating algebra of continuous functions on H and contains the constants. Let tcH be the compactification of H induced by this algebra. Equivalently /cίί is the spectrum of the sup-norm closure of B{H)j and H is a dense open subset. THEOREM 
Let if be a compact P*-hypergroup and let μ e M{H). Define μ* e M(H) by

tcH is a compact semitopological hypergroup, and H is a discrete subhypergroup. Further tcίl, as a subset of Δ Ή {the spectrum of M(H)), is w*-closed, contains 1, and is self-adjoint.
Proof. Let j be the bounded linear map: M(H) -+ C(fcH) which φdμ, (μ 6 M{H), φe H). Observe
H \\Jμ\L = ||£|U Also j3 e = 1. For φ,ψeH y μeM(H) we have
3(Φ-μ)(Ψ) = ί Φψdμ -Σ n(φ, ψ; ω)\ ώdμ = Σ n(Φ, Ψ\ o))β(ω) .
But \j(φ-μ)(ψ)\^Σ Λ »e&n(φ,r,ω)\β(<»)\^\\β\L=\\3ί'\\~-
Thus we can apply Lemma 1.3 and obtain that tcH is a semitopological hypergroup. Further M p (fcH) is isomorphic to iv* co (H) c M(H)*, and the functions {i^. # e if} are characters of /cH.
We now apply Theorem 1.5 to icH and obtain the following: THEOREM 
Suppose H is a compact P*-hyper'group, then there exists a compact semitopological hypergroup Y such that /cH is a set of characters of Y, the norm-closed span of w* co (H) is isomorphic to C(Y), and there is a monomorphism σ: M(H)-* M(Y) with w*-dense range.
3. Simple P*-hypergrouρs* In this section iϊ will always denote a compact P*-hypergroup. We will describe an additional hypothesis which allows a complete description of Δ H . This hypothesis is realized in the algebra of ultraspherical series (see Example 4.3 [1] ). The author suspects that the algebra of central measures on a compact simple Lie group also satisfies the hypothesis.
Recall from [1] that the center of H, Z(H), is {x e H: y e H implies that X(x, y) is a point mass}. Further Z{H) is a compact subgroup of H and is the set {xeH: \φ(x)\ = 1, (φeH)}. ) Say H is an SP-* hypergroup if it has property S n for some n. DEFINITION 
Let M h (H) = {μ e M(H): \μ\Z{H) = 0}, an L-subspace of M{H). Note M(H) = M(Z(H)) 0 M h (H). Let π be the normbounded projection: M(H)-+M(Z(H)). For μeM(H) we write μ = πμ + μ h , so μ h e M h (H).
We will show that if H is an SP-* hypergroup and m H {Z(H)) = 0 then M h {H) is an ideal in ikf(if) and its annihilator in Δ H is Δ H \H. Thus Δ H \H is isomorphic to Δ Z{H) .
The case m H (Z(H)) > 0 will also be discussed. 
Proof. First suppose μeM h (H) has compact support K with
su Pit \Φ\Y n < °° The set of such μ is norm-dense in M h (H) and the map μ t-* /** is norm-continuous taking a dense subset of M h (H) into 2/(12"), a closed subspace of M(H).
For M h (H) to be a nontrivial ideal it is necessary that Xr
We present a lemma which gives several equivalent characterizations of this LEMMA 3.4. Let K be a subhypergroup of a compact P*-hypergroup H. The following statements are equivalent:
Proof. We first observe that each of (3) and (4) (2): Note that the support of m H is JET, (3.2 [1] ). (2) implies (3): The characteristic function χ κ e L\H) and (1) and (5) (3.14 [1] ). Since K 1 is finite we have m κ = f m H where fe C(H); in fact /espfl". Since the support of m H is iί we see that/^o and / = 0 off K. We will show that / is constant on K, which implies that K is open and m κ is a nonzero multiple of m H \K. Since / m H is the invariant measure on K, the identity (/ m H )*μ = f m H holds for each μ € M P (K), (1.12 [1] ). By Proposition 3.4 [1] this implies that but this implies that / is constant with value a on the support of X(x, y r ). Thus K x is a nonempty (closed) ideal in K, but K is normal so K x = K and / is constant on K.
(5) implies (2) Thus fespH and is given by the series
For the following H will be an SP-* hypergroup, and for notational convenience we will write G for Z(H). PROPOSITION 
// m H G = 0 ίfcew the projection π: M(H) -> M(G) is a homomorphism and is bounded in the H-sup-norm (\\fi\\J).
Proof. For μ e M(H) we set μ = πμ + μ k . By 3.3 there exists an integer n so that μ\ e L\H). Thus μ h -> 0 at oo on H. Let γeG, then E r = {φ eH: φ\G = 7} is a hypercoset of G L and is infinite (see 3.17 [1] In this particular situation, co Δ H is already a semigroup. Let S be the spectrum of the norm-closed span of Δ G in M(G)*, then S is a compact semitopological semigroup (Taylor [7] , or see [2, Ch. 1 
]). Let σ 1 be the canonical homomorphism: M(G)->M(S). Let Y be the spectrum of the norm-closed span of co (A H ) in M(H)*. Then Y is the disjoint union of H and S. The homomorphism σ: M(H) -* M( Y) is given by σμ = σ λ (πμ) + μ h ; recall πμeM(G) so σ λ (πμ) e M(S) and μ h e M(H).
Since σ has w*-dense range we see that H is an ideal in Y. Proof. Since π is a homomorphism, πμ is idempotent in M(G). Thus (μuΓ = β -{K^T is integer-valued, but tends to zero at co on H, so is zero for all but finitely many points in H. By Cohen's theorem [2, Ch. 5] , S = {TGG: (πμ)~(y) = 1} is in the coset ring of G. The set {φ e H: (πμ)~(φ) = 1} = {φ e H: φ \ G e S}, which is in the hypercoset ring of H (see 3.18 [1] The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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